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Division 6:  Salaries and Allowances Tribunal, $317 000 - 
Mr M.J. Cowper, Chairman. 

Dr G.I. Gallop, Premier.  

Ms M.L. Nadebaum, Member. 

Mr J.A.S. Mews, Member. 
Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  I refer to the outcomes and key effectiveness indicators on page 127.  One of the outcomes 
is a fair and equitable system of remuneration for members of Parliament.  Can the Premier provide by way of 
supplementary information an itemised list of the allocations for electorate and accommodation allowances for 
Legislative Councillors for 2008-09?   

Dr G.I. GALLOP:  I cannot see what the member is getting at.  

Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  I am chasing a list of the moneys allocated for electorate and accommodation allowances in 
the 2008-09 out year and how it is split up.  
Dr G.I. GALLOP:  That would not be in this budget.   
Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  It will be.  That is the last out year.  The Salaries and Allowances Tribunal allocates the 
money.  

Dr G.I. GALLOP:  No, it makes the decisions, but the money is allocated through the Department of the 
Premier and Cabinet.  

Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  Sure, but it is relevant to this.  I am interested in the decision the tribunal has made about 
electorate and accommodation allowances for Legislative Councillors in 2008-09.  

Dr G.I. GALLOP:  It will not have made any decision, because it makes an annual determination.  

Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  However, the money must be in the 2008-09 forward estimates. 

Dr G.I. GALLOP:  Yes, but not in this budget.   

Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  It will have to be.  The government has a four-year forward estimates program.  

Dr G.I. GALLOP:  No.  The Salaries and Allowances Tribunal has a very limited budget, because its role is to 
make decisions about what members, judges etc are paid and their allowances.  It does not allocate the money; 
that is done by the government through the Department of the Premier and Cabinet.  

Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  Sure, but when the government struck this budget, it would have needed a figure for the 
2008-09 out year for the remuneration of members of Parliament, including electorate and accommodation 
allowances.  I am interested in the figures for Legislative Councillors.   

Dr G.I. GALLOP:  This is one of those interesting areas of government in which we put a general 
understanding of what that figure might be in the forward estimates.  However, ultimately, we are subject to the 
determination of the independent Salaries and Allowances Tribunal.  I think I know what the member is trying to 
get at, but I do not think it will work because it is an annual determination. Until 2008-09 comes around, we will 
not know what that figure will be.   

Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  I am sure that the Premier has made an allocation in this budget for the 2008-09 out year. 

Dr G.I. GALLOP:  Yes, but not through this budget item.   

Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  I am well aware of that, but it is still relevant to this budget.  

Dr G.I. GALLOP:  I think the member is stretching it a bit. 

Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  The Premier would have had to draw the information from the Salaries and Allowances 
Tribunal before that allocation was made.  Can the Premier provide that by way of supplementary information?   

Dr G.I. GALLOP:  The forward estimates of the Department of the Premier and Cabinet will contain a 
judgment about the possible salaries of MPs, but, in the end, we are totally and utterly subject to the decision 
made by the Salaries and Allowances Tribunal, unless we decide to legislate and do it some other way, which we 
do not intend to do.  

Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  I understand that the government is subject to the whim of the Salaries and Allowances 
Tribunal.   

Dr G.I. GALLOP:  Not whim; it makes good, considered decisions.   
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Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  Perhaps my choice of words was not as good as it could have been.  I understand that the 
government will be subject to the determination of the Salaries and Allowances Tribunal at that time.  I am 
asking the Premier to provide a list of the moneys that have been allocated at this time for the 2008-09 out year.  

Dr G.I. GALLOP:  The member cannot ask that question under this item, because this item does not deal with 
that.   

Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  Of course I can; it is directly related.  

The CHAIRMAN:  I understand what the Leader of the Opposition is trying to arrive at.  I understand that the 
Premier is pointing out that this is not the allocated division.  The Leader of the Opposition has put to the 
Premier that the information he is seeking falls within the general terms of this division.   

[5.40 pm] 

Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  I will clarify my comments.  I spoke earlier to the Clerk and I asked him whether I could 
use a line item from division 7, which is the Treasury and Finance division, to ask questions about the Economic 
and Fiscal Outlook.  He said I could provided I linked them to a line in the budget.  I have done that quite 
clearly.  The line item states that it is to provide a fair and equitable system of remuneration for members of 
Parliament.  I have clearly made that link.  I am asking the Premier to provide a list of the electoral allowances 
and accommodation allowances that have been allocated at this stage for 2008-09.  I understand that they could 
change.  Quite clearly, it is within the realms of this budget. 

Dr G.I. GALLOP:  The Leader of the Opposition cannot - 

Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  I cannot or the Premier does not want to answer? 

Dr G.I. GALLOP:  The question cannot be asked under this heading.  If the Leader of the Opposition were to 
put a question on notice or if he wrote a letter, we could deal with it.  We must deal with the estimates properly.  
That question cannot be asked here. 

Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  The Premier said that he had to take advice from the Salaries and Allowances Tribunal 
when he drew up the budget otherwise he would not know what figure to put in. 

Dr G.I. GALLOP:  No.  The Leader of the Opposition does not know what the decisions were. 

Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  Otherwise the Premier would just be guessing the figures for the out years.  

The CHAIRMAN:  I have had some clarification.  The situation is such that the Premier is not compelled to 
provide information that he does not wish to under this division. 

Dr G.I. GALLOP:  I have made it clear that we are very happy to try to respond to a question on notice or a 
letter to me.  We should do the estimates properly.  I do not think I should answer the question under this 
heading.  It is not because I do not want to answer; I am very happy to look at the issue and deal with it. 

Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  I have a point of order.  I seek advice about whether my question is in order.  If it is not in 
order, I am happy to move on.  If it is in order, I expect the Premier to provide the answer through supplementary 
information. 

The CHAIRMAN:  The question is not in order for this division.  The Premier is within his rights in not 
providing information.  However, he has said that he will provide information in a different way. 

Dr G.I. GALLOP:  It will be a very hard question to answer, given that we do not know what the future holds. 

Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  It will be very hard for the Premier to answer because he does not want to. 

Dr G.I. GALLOP:  Members might want to ask me whether we have one vote, one value in Western Australia.  
The answer is yes. 

Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  I think the Premier understands what I am getting at!   

The CHAIRMAN:  I am sure that the entire committee is aware of what the Leader of the Opposition was 
asking. 

Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  I refer to the second dot point under significant issues and trends at page 126.  The Salaries 
and Allowances Tribunal has undertaken a review of local government area chief executive officers in 
accordance with legislative changes.  What is that about?  As I understand it, the chief executive officers are 
remunerated by local councils. 

Dr G.I. GALLOP:  The Leader of the Opposition will recall the controversy about the City of Joondalup.  The 
then minister, in response to it, indicated there should be certain guidelines to make sure that these matters are 
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dealt with properly by local governments.  That is the background.  I do not know whether Mr Mews or Ms 
Nadebaum want to add to that.  That is my understanding of what is happening. 

Ms M.L. Nadebaum:  If the responsibility falls within our jurisdiction, we will need to do some research on it. 

Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  Has a review been undertaken? 

Ms M.L. Nadebaum:  We are waiting to have it verified that we have that responsibility.  We would then need 
to undertake it. 

Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  Would the review make recommendations about the level of remuneration that chief 
executive officers can be paid?  I am unclear about what the outcome of the review might be. 

Mr J.A.S. Mews:  The legislation does not give the tribunal determinative power over the salary and 
remuneration of chief executive officers.  The tribunal will make a recommendation about certain levels.  As yet, 
we have not undertaken a formal review.  We are in the process of appointing the statutory adviser.  It will be an 
appropriate person from local government or the department.  We are only in the formative stages.  I am not sure 
whether the act has been proclaimed.  There will be a lot of work; we are in the process of gathering data.  We 
will look to band and grade the various local governments to have level recommendations.  At the moment we 
have not done any determinative work on the matter. 

Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  Who asked the tribunal to do the review and why? 

Mr J.A.S. Mews:  It is simply a factor of the act.  We did not ask.  As we understand it, it is purely a function 
under the act.  It was not a request. 

Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  Does the requirement come up every so many years? 

Dr G.I. GALLOP:  No, it is a specific amendment that was put through the Parliament in response to the 
Joondalup issues.  I must confess that I cannot recall the precise nature.  If the Leader of the Opposition looks at 
the debates surrounding the legislation he will see why provision is being made here for this matter. 

Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  Will the Premier confirm that, regardless of a recommendation made by the Salaries and 
Allowances Tribunal, local councils will still have the autonomy to set the salary levels for the chief executive 
officers? 

Dr G.I. GALLOP:  That is my understanding but, obviously, there were some matters dealt with in the 
legislation that implied that a framework needed to be in place for the decisions made about CEOs and their 
remuneration. 

Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  They will not be bound by it?  It will just be a recommendation?  Each council can choose 
to accept the recommendation or ignore it? 

Dr G.I. GALLOP:  I will take that question as a supplementary one and seek advice on it. 

[Supplementary Information No A54.] 
Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  The first dot point under significant issues and trends at page 126 of the Budget Statements 
states - 

Finalise a review of the classification structure for Special Division and prescribed offices. 

Will the Premier explain that? 

Dr G.I. GALLOP:  Various submissions have been made on that matter. 

Ms M.L. Nadebaum:  Historically, there has been an incremental trend in various salaries in that division. 

Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  Which division? 

Ms M.L. Nadebaum:  Prescribed offices and senior public servants.  Their roles have changed; machinery of 
government has brought about changes.  It has necessitated a number of incremental changes.  That has meant - 
most people would agree - that some of the relativities have got out of sync.  It seems an appropriate time from 
the tribunal’s point of view to look at them rather than deal with individuals who are reclassified because duties 
have changed.  In doing that it means that we disregard the broader picture of the relativities.  With the 
assistance of the Department of the Premier and Cabinet we will have a global look at that; we will look at 
relativities and see what might be the most meaningful way forward in determining salaries and allowances for 
those groups. 

Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  The tribunal is basically looking at the wage structure for senior government bureaucrats.  
Is that a fair comment? 

Ms M.L. Nadebaum:  They are typically senior bureaucrats. 
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Mr J.A.S. Mews:  I will clarify that if it has not already been done.  Over some years we have had piecemeal 
approaches to some of these things from individual chief executives.  The purpose of the review is to do the lot 
in one hit so that all the relativities are reset and agreed as a good starting point for going forward. 

Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  I imagine it would not affect people’s current salary levels. 

Ms M.L. Nadebaum:  Not as in reducing them. 

Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  They might get a pay rise.  They certainly would not get a pay reduction as a result of the 
review.  Would that be a fair comment?   

Mr J.A.S. Mews:  It depends on how their jobs are classified.  We would not expect people to be materially 
downgraded.  Various mechanisms are in place.  For example, someone classified as class 4 may, following the 
review, be reclassified as class 3.  It may be that even though that person goes to class 3, he qualifies for the 
incremental allowance because he has been in the position for long enough, in which case there would be no pay 
reduction.  A preliminary view of the work that has been done is that a few jobs may be downgraded.  However, 
in practice, I do not think there will be salary reductions as a consequence.   

Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  Would the Salaries and Allowances Tribunal recommend that the level be downgraded but 
the wage be maintained for the time being?   

Mr J.A.S. Mews:  We have not yet gone that far.  We have not considered whether current occupants of a 
position will be grandfathered at that level or whatever.  It simply has not yet got to that stage, as I understand it. 

Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  Is it just a recommendation, or will the government be bound by it?  How does it work?   

Mr J.A.S. Mews:  They will be determinations.   

Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  Does the tribunal make determinations for senior bureaucrats?   

Mr J.A.S. Mews:  Yes.   

Dr G.I. GALLOP:  We tend to focus on the one bit, but the other section deals with those.   

The CHAIRMAN:  I thank Mr Mews and Ms Nadebaum for their attendance.   

The appropriation was recommended.  
Meeting suspended from 5.51 to 7.00 pm 

 


